
Ron Jackson Akustik Inventyours

“Like the metropolis he calls his own, the 
guitarist (Ron) embodies not only a 

broad stylistic range, but also a cultural 
multiplicity that can only come from a 

well-traveled heart.” 
 

Allaboutjazz.com, Tyran Grillo 
 

 
"For a solo instrumental jaunt through 
acoustic music from around the world, 
you'd be hard-pressed to find a better 
starting point than Akustik InventYours" 

 
Acoustic Guitar Magazine, Lindsay 

Parks 
 

Akustik InventYours “entails a more-
than-convincing package of Jackson's 

melodic acumen” 
 

Allaboutjazz.com, Tyran Grillo 
 

“Moved by the unplugged adventures 
of Steve Howe, Leo Kottke, Michael 
Hedges, and the Paco de Lucia/Al Di 
Meola/John McLaughlin trio, he (Ron) 

continued to fan a pilot light of 
inspiration until the stoking of this 

album.” 
 

Allaboutjazz.com, Tyran Grillo 
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Ron Jackson Akustik Inventyours
"Ron Jackson is my kind of guitar player. He 

represents his music with neatly picked runs and 
elegant phrasing. He projects the art of jazz guitar 
in the traditional manner by obvious nods to Wes 
and Charlie, but adopts a contemporary attitude 
with Metheny, Scofield, and Klugh adding their 

influences." 
 

Jazz Journal International 
 
 

Ron “possesses a clean, decisive touch even at fast 
tempos, and a fertile sense of harmonic 

development which is firmly rooted in bop chord 
structures, and is also a sensitive interpreter of 

slower material.” 
 

Masters Of Jazz Guitar, The Story Of The 
Players And Their Music 

Charles Alexander 
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“A fine hard-bop-based guitarist, Ron Jackson’s 
music also includes the influences of R&B, soul jazz 

and the musical heritage of the Philippines” 
 

The Great Jazz Guitarists, The Ultimate Guide 
Scott Yanow 
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